Detection of Simulated Vocal Dysfunctions Using Complex sEMG Patterns.
Symptoms of voice disorder may range from slight hoarseness to complete loss of voice; from modest vocal effort to uncomfortable neck pain. But even minor symptoms may still impact personal and especially professional lives. While early detection and diagnosis can ameliorate that effect, to date, we are still largely missing reliable and valid data to help us better screen for voice disorders. In our previous study, we started to address this gap in research by introducing an ambulatory voice monitoring system using surface electromyography (sEMG) and a robust algorithm (HiGUSSS) for pattern recognition of vocal gestures. Here, we expand on that work by further analyzing a larger set of simulated vocal dysfunctions. Our goal is to demonstrate that such a system has the potential to recognize and detect real vocal dysfunctions from multiple individuals with high accuracy under both intra and intersubject conditions. The proposed system relies on four sEMG channels to simultaneously process various patterns of sEMG activation in the search for maladaptive laryngeal activity that may lead to voice disorders. In the results presented here, our pattern recognition algorithm detected from two to ten different classes of sEMG patterns of muscle activation with an accuracy as high as 99%, depending on the subject and the testing conditions.